Let X be a real manifold, & an object of D b (X}, the derived category of the category of bounded complexes of sheaves of abelian groups on X. The functor //hom( • , • ), denned in [3], appears to be a useful tool especially in the theory of boundary value problems for partial differential equations. The aim of the present paper is to calculate the stalk of Rr z fj.hom (N s , IF), when Q is a convex (up to diffeomorphism) and open subset of a closed submanifold M of X, and Z is a closed convex proper cone of T*X. As an application we show how to recover in a short and functorial way, the theory of mild microfunctions by Kataoka [5]. § 1. Let X be a real manifold of class C°°, T*X the cotangent bundle to X, K : T*X-*X the projection, or x the orientation sheaf on X. If M is a closed submanifold of X one denotes by T^X the conormal bundle to M in X and by or M/x the relative orientation sheaf. In particular one denotes by T X X the zero section of T*X. One sets f*X=T*X\T%X,n = n ^x. For two subsets S and V of X, one denotes by C(S, V) the normal cone of S along V (cf. 
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Let D(X) denote the derived category of the category of complexes of sheaves of abelian groups on X, and let D b (X) be the full subcategory consisting of complexes with bounded cohomology. 
for W open subset of X X X with :
(1.10) C*(XxX\W)n IntZ oa =0.
We also have :
We claim that we can choose a fundamental system for the family of W in (1. 10) such that:
In fact for a vector space £", and a linear subspace We summarize up the results established until now by :
(1 -
14)
Ifor W satisfying (1.10) and (1.11).
We need now two lemmas. We choose a sequence z n -»x, z n^B such that:
Cn(Zn-yn}-^ §.
It then follows :^n ((^^n)-U,^n))-^(^0).
Hence Proof. Let us set :
W=(UXX)(J(XX(X\B)).
Then ( O x being the sheaf of holomorphic function on X.
Proposition 2.1. The complex (^Q\X)-* V is concentrated in degree 0

T M X and when identifying it to its 0-th cohomology object, it is a conically flabby sheaf (i.e. its image in T^X/R^ is a flabby sheaf).
Proof. The first part of the statement follows from [8. II] Proposition 3. 1. As for the second one, consider the distinguished triangle: .2), we also refer to [6] ) a Recall that one has an isomorphism :
&M being the sheaf of Sato's hyperfunctions. Following [8] we then define the microsupport at the boundary SS fl by : [5] . To check it, it is enough to restrict ourselves to TjvY, in view of the exact sequence (2.7). Then both sheaves are conically soft, and it is enough to verify that they have same sections supported by closed convex proper cones, but this follows from Proposition 2. 6.
